
VINCENNES [L-H] - 01 October 
Race 1 - PRIX GAURICUS -  2175m WALK-UP D95 Monte. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. FANFAN DOUZOU - Held tenth in a Class F mounted race at Graignes 25 days ago. Others preferred.  

2. GUIGNOL DES FORGES - Solid mounted record and not dismissed following a 13L fourth in a Class E 

contest at Laval eleven days ago. Good jockey booking.  

3. FAKIR DU BOURG - 2.25L fourth in a Grade F mounted race at Mauquenchy fifteen days ago. Each way 

claims upped in standard. 

4. GRETA - Held on recent outings. Others preferred.  

5. GLOSSY THOURJAN - 4L third in a Class E mounted race at Laval recently. Not dismissed.   

6. GARRY THORIS - Makes mounted debut following four consecutive DQ. Capable but major risks attached. 

7. GOLD STAR THONIC - Four consecutive driven thirds prior to a DQ at Amiens. Mounted debut.  

8. GOOD VIBRATIONS - Arrives chasing a four-timer following a success in a Class E mounted at Moulins-

la-Marche nineteen days ago. Key chance.  

9. FELINE DE MIRANDA - 1.75L second in a Class D mobile event at Marseille Borely just over three weeks 

ago. Could be involved on mounted debut.  

10. GAMIN NORMAND - Held in Class C walk up driven races since resuming. Others preferred despite shoes 

being removed on mounted debut.  

11. GEISHA SPEED - 7L third in a Grade F driven race at Laval three weeks ago. First mounted outing.  

12. FEMININE - Narrow second in a Class F mounted race at Mauquenchy just over two weeks ago. One to 

note.  

13. FLASH QUICK - 2.25L third in a Grade E mounted event at Pornichet 23 days ago. In the mix racing 

barefoot.  

14. GOFESCA BUISSONAY - Solid fifth in a Class A driven event at Cagnes-sur-Mer two back. Not entirely 

ruled out on mounted debut.  

Summary: GOOD VIBRATIONS (8) arrives chasing a four-timer following a success in a Class E mounted at 
Moulins-la-Marche recently. Key player in current form. GUIGNOL DES FORGES (2) has a solid mounted 
record and is respected following a 13L fourth in a Class E contest at Laval. Positive jockey booking. FLASH 
QUICK (13) produced a 2.25L third in a Grade E mounted event at Pornichet. Claims racing barefoot. FELINE 
DE MIRANDA (9) could be involved if taking to mounted racing. Solid driven form. 

Selections 

GOOD VIBRATIONS (8) - GUIGNOL DES FORGES (2) - FLASH QUICK (13) - FELINE DE MIRANDA (9)  



Race 2 - PRIX ELLA -  2850m WALK-UP D89 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. GUARDA DES AMBRES - 2.25L fourth in a Class F walk up at Chartres six days ago. Each way claims 

upped in grade without shoes.  

2. GIULIA DES OUBEAUX - Poor winning record but could find the frame on best figures. Needs to bounce 

back from a DQ at Le Mont Saint Michel.  

3. GUILTY LIFE - Arrives after a trio of fair efforts in Class F mobile events. Each way player without shoes.  

4. GLOIRE ROYALE - Held in recent outings and will need to improve racing without shoes for the first time.  

5. GLORIA MIX - Runner up in a Class F walk up on the grass at a country venue. Place claims.  

6. GAELLE DE MIELOUI - Fifth in a Grade F walk up at Dieppe thirteen days ago but could find the frame on 

best form. Unexposed in this shoeing combination.  

7. GENOVA KIN - Three Class F victories amongst a trio of DQ on her last six outings. New shoeing 

combination tried and rates highly if completing.  

8. GAULOISE D'AURCY - Mixed form in a variety of grades of late. One for the multiples without shoes.  

9. GUERILLA SMART - Upped in grade following a 4.25L fifth in a Class F walk up at Chartres. May strip fitter 

for that outing.  

10. GUEST STAR ROC - Narrow victory in a Grade F event at Laval prior to a disappointing ninth at at Les 

Sables-d'Olonne. Could be thereabouts if bouncing back.  

11. GOLDIE DRY - Goes well without shoes but others preferred following a moderate eighth at Oraison. 

12. GIMME SHELTER - 4.25L fifth in a Class D mobile contest at Cavaillon eleven days ago. One to note 

without shoes.  

13. GUERRIERE WIND - 0.25L second in a Class D walk up at Vincennes a fortnight ago. Should strip fitter 

and rates highly now running without shoes.  

14. GRACE A TOI JILME - Held on current form but is capable of running well at this level. Could re-discover 

form in this new shoeing combination.  

15. GUIMAUVE DELB - Second in a Class B on the grass at Bernay prior to a solid fourth in a Grade D mobile 

event at Amiens. Unexposed in this shoeing combination. Claims.  

16. GALAXIE DE FLAM - Made all for a 0.75L success in this grade earlier in the season and may bounce 

back to form now racing barefoot. One to note.  

Summary: GUERRIERE WIND (13) shaped nicely when a 0.25L second in a Class D walk up at Vincennes 
a fortnight ago. Should strip fitter and rates a key contender now running without shoes. GUIMAUVE DELB 
(15) finished second in a Class B on the grass at Bernay before a solid fourth in a Grade D mobile event at 
Amiens. Unexposed in this shoeing combination. Open to further progress and could be thereabouts. 
GALAXIE DE FLAM (16) made all for a 0.75L success in this grade earlier in the season. Could bounce back 
to form now racing barefoot. One to note. GENOVA KIN (7) should be involved if maintaining stride. 

Selections 

GUERRIERE WIND (13) - GUIMAUVE DELB (15) - GALAXIE DE FLAM (16) - GENOVA KIN (7)  



Race 3 - PRIX AUSTRIA -  2850m WALK-UP E181 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €60,000. 

1. FEDER DE BANVILLE - String of modest runs recently. Ignore. 

2. FUEGO DE TOUCHYVON - Won five starts ago but regressed subsequently. Needs to bounce back.  

3. EL PASO BLUE - Looking for the hat-trick following two impressive victories. Should enjoy this test and is 

worth holding safe. 

4. EMBLEME DE L'ITON - Out of form and best watched. 

5. DROP DE L'ITON - Uninspiring recent form figures and easily opposed. 

6. DAKOTA DE PLOMB - 2.25L third at Les Sables d’Olonne was a fair effort but disappointing again since. 

Needs more. 

7. FLYING BRICKELL - Returned to form latest when a game 1L winner at Lyon-Parilly. This is tougher but 

hard to rule out.  

8. EMISSORO - 1.75L third at Mauquenchy was a good run. Record at this track however is a concern and 

happy to just watch. 

9. EASTERN RIDER - Powered home for 3L victory at Villeneuve-Sur-Lot. Up in grade but worth a try at this 

level following that performance. 

10. FOXTROT DE BULIERE - Placed on last four starts and looks overdue a victory. This is a better race and 

a place may prove best. 

11. ETERNEL AMOUR - 3.25L winner at Le Croise-Laroche two starts ago and good run since. Each way 

claims in this field.  

12. EQUIANO - Disappointing the last twice and needs a better run to factor here. 

13. FLY DES ANDIERS - Mid-field of late but could improve.  

14. DE PADD - Beaten 1L into second in a Grade D contest last time. That form reads well in context of this 

race and is a perfect one from one for this top driver. Will take beating. 

Summary: DE PADD (14) is eased in grade following a close second last time. Will take the beating at this 
easier level. EL PASO BLUE (3) has won his last two starts and is clearly thriving at present. Big chance 
chasing the hat-trick. EASTERN RIDER (9) impressed when going clear last time. Can improve again and is 
easy to fancy. FLYING BRICKELL (7) returned to form with a win latest. Threat to all if building on that in a 
better race. 

Selections 

DE PADD (14) - EL PASO BLUE (3) - EASTERN RIDER (9) - FLYING BRICKELL (7)  



Race 4 - PRIX HEKATE -  2200m WALK-UP A23 Harness. Purse EUR €44,000. 

1. JAZZY JANE - DQ on both starts to date and impossible to fancy up in class.  

2. JACKSON HILL - Runner-up over course and distance in a Class C ten days ago beaten 1.75L. Up in 

grade but one to consider.  

3. JAPANESE SUN - Won both career outings to date. Most recently at Agen le Passage in a Class D. 

Unexposed stepping up in class.  

4. JAKARTAS DES PRES - Second beaten 0.75L here in a Class C. The winner has won again and can be 

considered.  

5. JASPERS TURGOT - Runner-up in a Class B here beaten 0.75L. Only going up one level and shouldn't 

be far away.  

6. JAKARTA GALAA - Fourth beaten 5.25L on third outing in a Class B here. Made all the time before and 

dangerous if finding the lead.  

7. JOYAU DE MORTREE - Won a Class C over course and distance on second outing. Unexposed and 

interesting up in grade.  

8. JUNINHO DRY - Made all impressively to win by 4.5L at Enghien in a Class C. Bidding for a hat-trick and 

has to be considered.  

9. JUST FOR LOVA - Third beaten 0.75L at Vincennes in a Class B three weeks ago. Place claims.  

10. JAZZY PERRINE - Second beaten 0.25L at  Vincennes  in a Class B. Going up a level and should go 

close once more.  

Summary: JUNINHO DRY (8) won by 4.5L at Enghien in a Class B after making all of the running. Likely to 
try and make all once more and will be difficult to run down. JAPANESE SUN (3) has won both career starts 
to date the most recent by 0.75L at Agen le Pasage in a Class D. Unexposed and should go well. JOYAU DE 
MORTREE (7) was promising on debut and won second up over course and distance by 1.75L. Strong claims. 
JAZZY PERRINE (10) finished runner-up on her last two outings and entitled to go well. 

Selections 

JUNINHO DRY (8) - JAPANESE SUN (3) - JOYAU DE MORTREE (7) - JAZZY PERRINE (10)  



Race 5 - PRIX ATALANTE -  2850m WALK-UP D57 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HIAHIASTART - DQ in this class here last week. Had been going ok prior to this but needs to bounce back.  

2. HAPPY D'AIMTE - Won by 1.25L at Cabourg in this class two starts back. Sixth beaten 5L subsequently 

here and could place.  

3. HEROINE DU CITRUS - Won in August in a mounted event in a lower class here. Switch back to a driven 

not an obvious positive.  

4. HUNADORA - Fifth beaten 4L here in a Class D three weeks ago. Consistent and can go well once more.  

5. HISTOIRE THORIS - Seventh beaten 5.5L here in this class. Will need a little bit more.  

6. HAUTE VOLTIGE - Fourth beaten 1.75L here in this class just behind Hors Saison. Place.  

7. HAVANE DE FRECA - Completed a hat-trick before a DQ here in this class three weeks ago. Well worth 

another chance.  

8. HORS SAISON - Third beaten 0.5L at Vincennes in this class. Capable once again.  

9. HISTOIRE D'EOLE - Struggled on last two outings and needs the class drop to help.  

10. HISTOIRE PIERJI - Fourth beaten 2.75L here in a higher class. Consistent and can go close down a level.  

Summary: HISTOIRE PIERJI (10) finished fourth beaten 2.75L in a higher class at this course. Down in grade 
and should go close. HAVANE DE FRECA (7) was DQ in a bid for a four timer last start. Won at this level two 
outings ago and can bounce back. HORS SAISON (8) finished third beaten 0.5L here in this class when just 
in front of HAUTE VOLTIGE (6) who was back in fourth. Both are likely to be thereabouts. 

Selections 

HISTOIRE PIERJI (10) - HAVANE DE FRECA (7) - HORS SAISON (8) - HAUTE VOLTIGE (6)  



Race 6 - PRIX GUERICKE -  2850m WALK-UP D18 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. ICEBERG DU KASTEL - Well beaten on reappearance. Should progress from that but an unlikely winner.  

2. INSTRUCTOR - 4L fourth at this track and a bit of work to do following that.  

3. I LOVE YOU TEK - 0.5L second here latest. This is a better race but continues to progress. Each way 

claims.  

4. ITS A ROCKER QUICK - Smart prospect having already won twice in short career so far. May yet prove a 

class above this level so has big winning claims here. 

5. ILARIO DE NAPPES - Finished second on all four starts so far. This form alone brings him in with a good 

chance.  

6. INDY DE SALSA - Won on debut and since finished close seconds on two subsequent starts. Top driver is 

booked and should continue improving. Keep safe.  

7. INVINCIBLE SPIRIT - Placed on last three starts and looks overdue a victory. Beaten j0.5L last time at 

Niort so does not have much to find to break through.  

8. IRIS FROM - Placed on last two starts for this driver. Can progress further and looks an each way player. 

9. INVICTUM DU NOYER - Won both starts last campaign but disappointing on reappearance. Needs to take 

a big step forward from that effort. 

10. ISLA MUJERES - Progressing steadily with racing but a place is best option. 

11. INDIAN SUMMER - Went clear for 3L victory at Cabourg latest. This is tougher but easy to fancy following 

that. 

12. ISIS D'HERFRAIE - Placed twice and won twice in last four starts. Improving type and deserves try in 

better race here. 

13. IPOP - Struggled since winning five starts ago. Needs more.  

Summary: ITS A ROCKER QUICK (4) is progressive and seeking a third successive victory. Will take beating. 
INDY DE SALSA (6) made a winning debut and then placed on both subsequent runs. Remains a smart 
prospect and is easy to fancy with a top driver booked. ISIS D'HERFRAIE (12) has won twice and placed twice 
recently. Clearly thriving at present and can continue to improve. Keep safe. ILARIO DE NAPPES (5) has 
placed on all four starts. Solid each way chance. 

Selections 

ITS A ROCKER QUICK (4) - INDY DE SALSA (6) - ISIS D'HERFRAIE (12) - ILARIO DE NAPPES (5)  



Race 7 - PRIX BYBLIS -  2200m WALK-UP D17 Monte. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. INVICTUS DU MONT - Has shown nothing in four starts to date.  

2. IKIGAI D'OMBREE - Completed for the first time in four last week in a lower class here beaten 18L. Difficult 

to have.  

3. IVAN EVENING - Third but beaten 15L at Chateaubriant in a lower class. Significant improvement required.  

4. IPPON DE TILLARD - Winner three starts back at a country track. No form since.  

5. ISONZO - Midfield on recent outings and this is difficult up in class.  

6. IDEAL D'ARTONGES - No form in last six and impossible to fancy.  

7. IBIS D'EP - Third in a lower class three starts back. Has shown nothing since.  

8. IDEAL DU NOYER - Badly out of form in last five and not an obvious winner.  

9. IRINO DE GUERON - Won both starts to date. Most recently at Ecommoy in a lower grade. Interesting up 

in class.  

10. ICIANO - Third beaten 8.5L here in one class lower. This is not the strongest and can be competitive.  

11. ICARINO DU CHOQUEL - No form in last two but won three starts back. Could rediscover form in a 

moderate event.  

12. IMTITI - Fourth beaten 10L in a lower class here. Sets the standard in a moderate event.  

Summary: A difficult race to assess with very little form on offer. IRINO DE GUERON (9) has won both career 
outings to date. Going up in class but has found a nice opening. IMTITI (12) finished fourth here recently in a 
lower class but this looks weaker. In the mix. ICIANO (10) was third beaten 8.5L here last week. Can place. 
ICARINO DU CHOQUEL (11) has found a good opportunity to bounce back. Frame chance. 

Selections 

IRINO DE GUERON (9) - IMTITI (12) - ICIANO (10) - ICARINO DU CHOQUEL (11) 

 


